


In many cultures, ceramic dishes have been seen as a 
narrative element, as important cultural witnesses. 
An encyclopedia of traditions, knowledge, and 
symbols. 
We asked our artists to make our very own small 
encyclopedia, a visual synthesis of the gallery’s 
research. 

All works are available and they come directly from 
the artists’ studios.

Visit the exhibition on officinesaffi.com and artsy.net/officine-saffi
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KAZUHITO
NAGASAWA



“With this piece, I focused on 
changing, surpassing, and 
adventuring the concept of a dish.
This dish is to serve atmosphere and 
imagination.”

Boundary
2020
stoneware, iron
82×82×5cm
€3800 + vat and transport

KAZUHITO
NAGASAWA



First of all, I thought about what a dish to display on the wall 
would be like.

In the West, we often see dish on the wall as decoration.
However, that is not common in Japan.

In Japan, dishese are usually everyday items and it is rare to treat 
and decorate dish as art.

I have always wanted to express “boundaries” as a theme of my 
art.

Today, there are various boundaries around us.
For example, men versus women, adults versus children, 
discriminations versus distinction,
countries versus countries, and analog versus digital.

I rarely make dish.

I think that is because I separated art and craft and thought dish 
belonged to craft.

While I was creating this work this time, I feel as though I was 
freed of any preconceptions I had inside of me.

In this work, I expressed vague boundaries and visible walls with 
the dish. This dish is to serve space.



ANDERS
HERWALD
RUHWALD



“This piece is part of an ongoing series 
where each work is meant to carry glaze 
in a particular way. This dish has been 
fired hanging on the wall of the kiln. 
You can see how the glaze breaks up 
along the surface and creates these drops 
at the bottom. I wanted this piece to be 
“logically” displayed, just like it had 
been fired.”

Glasur stykke #49
2020
Glazed Ceramics
50.80x34.29x 6 cm 
€5500 + vat and transport

ANDERS
HERWALD
RUHWALD



SHOZO
MICHIKAWA



SHOZO
MICHIKAWA

Natural ash with shino,
Sculptural Form dish
2020
stoneware
35x43x3 cm
€5000 + vat and transport



MIA E 
GÖRANSSON



“Ceramic is my main medium even if I still 
see myself very much as a painter. 
The function is always present but it´s more 
of a symbolic character. As a reminder of 
the artwork’s roots. To transform functional 
objects into fine art  is a challenge I like  to 
take with ceramics. This piece has a tradi-
tional shape and of course you can use it, but 
it´s not
practical with its dry surface and its weight. 
Its function is just for the eye on the wall.”

MIA E 
GÖRANSSON

Landscape
2020
stoneware
40,5x46,5x4,5 cm
€3500 + vat and transport



ELISA 
BERTAGLIA



“This work was born from the idea 
of the dish as a geometric shape. 
The dish has been overturned and 
worked in its convex surface: by 
translating its function and shape, 
the object returns a specular vision, 
in which it becomes a container for 
colors and symbols.”

Untitled
2020
stoneware, engobes
diam.40cm 
€800 + vat and transport

ELISA 
BERTAGLIA



IRINA
RAZUMOVSKAYA



“In this work I wanted to create a surface in a process 
of dilapidation, a new object that looks like it has been 
formed by the passage of time.
I reflected on the topics of memories: both shared and 
personal, ageing and destruction.
The piece reminds me of urban decay or geological 
transformations as if it is frozen in time, captured in a 
ceramic form.
While creating this work I made use of unusual 
textures with experimental ceramic surface 
applications: multiple layers of glazes and porcelain 
melt and dramatically warp throughout the firing. 
Underneath the peeling and decaying surfaces there are 
glimpses into the deeper layers of meaning that can be 
found within our shared culture, often obscured by the 
glossy veneer of the modern world.”

IRINA
RAZUMOVSKAYA

Blush/Forget
2020
50x50x4 cm
Stoneware clay, porcelain, glazes
€2600 + vat and transport



KATI
TUOMINEN-
NIITTYLÄ



KATI
TUOMINEN-
NIITTYLÄ
“In this work I wanted to create a surface in a process 
of dilapidation, a new object that looks like it has been 
formed by the passage of time.
I reflected on the topics of memories: both shared and 
personal, ageing and destruction.
The piece reminds me of urban decay or geological 
transformations as if it is frozen in time, captured in a 
ceramic form.”
While creating this work I made use of unusual 
textures with experimental ceramic surface 
applications: multiple layers of glazes and porcelain 
melt and dramatically warp throughout the firing. 
Underneath the peeling and decaying surfaces there are 
glimpses into the deeper layers of meaning that can be 
found within our shared culture, often obscured by the 
glossy veneer of the modern world.

Marraskuu (November)
2020
diam. 62 cm
Stoneware, oxides
€7000 + vat and transport



YASUHISA
KOHYAMA



“This is a rare piece. It is titled 
SORA, Chinese reading ”Chu”, 
meaning infinite space.
Through this piece I feel time.
I hope everyone would feel 
the same. I would be glad if 
everyone could feel something. 
This dish is my favorite one.”

Sora
1990
44x41x7.3 cm
Anagama fired stoneware
€10,000 + vat and transport

YASUHISA
KOHYAMA



I realize I was given the mission to work with clay. 
Until I fulfill my given life, working with clay, being  
inspired by nature, I am free to create.
I was born in 1936 in Shigaraki , one of the most 
important historical ceramic centres in Japan, located 
in the mountains. When I was fifteen years old, I went 
to work in the biggest ceramic company in Shigaraki, 
where my ceramic career began. I learned the basic 
techniques and I worked with architects, designers, 
and contractors on major projects to create made-to-
order tiles with relief decorations. 
After I gained much experience and my skills and 
strength increased, I established my first studio and 
I started to design and make of my own work. I 
continued to create ceramic wall-tile installations, 
monuments, and the tableware. I tried to bring to 
life the ancient Shigaraki ware, so I made my first 
“anagama” kiln. I made traditional pieces and I 
developed and refined my cutting technique and 
sculptural approach.
I work with the local clay coming from the hills of 
Shigaraki. This clay is unique, and its distinctiveness 
enhances my approach to making. It is a gritty 
material with inclusions of feldspar and silica, which 
seem to almost burst out of the clay during the firing. 
I create coils and works them up from the base, 
integrating each new level of clay with the previous 
one, while maintaining a regular thickness and a 
regard for the vessel form. While working, I maintain 
a dialogue with the interior of the vessel, even if it is 

barely visible, as it defines the external form. When 
the vessel is of the appropriate size, I use a piano wire 
to enliven the surface by cutting off chunks of clay 
to create intersecting planes. The cutting gives the 
work a more dynamic quality, highlighting the rough 
and primordial nature of clay as well as the upheavals 
evident in its creation, such as volcanic eruptions and 
erosion by water and wind.
The wood firing inside the Anagama kiln creates 
special effects such as attractive deposits of wood 
ashes, scorching marks, and flashings of color. The 
firing can give a piece a primitive and uncontrolled 
quality, creating a sense of “life” on what might be 
a static form. I want each piece to have a specific 
personality characterized by its making and firing. 

I would like to express a deep respect for beauty 
based on natural forms within a modern approach, 
combining with a generous bow to Japanese 
historical antecedents that have enlightened my love 
for clay. 



LOREDANA 
LONGO



“A soft clay dish is crossed by numerous knives. 
The blades come out of the surface, becoming 
the meal. I have been working for years on 
the concept of destruction and reconstruction, 
applying a systematic transformation of the 
original object that becomes an offended or 
offending subject.”

I would like to be like a blade 
2020
24x24x23 cm
terraglia, old steel knifes
€2600 + vat and transport

LOREDANA 
LONGO



JOHANNES
NAGEL



Making a dish for a show of dishes. Pondering the 
limits of the task. Is it for the wall – the plate
being the ceramicist‘s standard vehicle to put something 
up in between the paintings or is it for the Table – for 
serving, for apples, Christmas cake and roast, the useful 
everyday adornment?
I start with making something roundish, a flat scrape 
in sand, casting it in porcelain.
The urge to fill it with bisque leftover bits and layers of 
glaze is too strong. Can‘t wait for the apples to do the job 
of finishing the impression.
Analog to the conclusion I came up with in thinking 
about the conditions of making vases – I hardly ever 
thought of flowers – it is difficult to do the dish for 
apples in the context of self-expression.
Leaving room for fruit on a piece of clay is a different 
task than making a point about the subject in a single 
dish. It inevitably becomes a frame for improvisation, 
for being talkative about my ideas on cultural samples 
and material.

Frame (dish)
2020
porcelain, glazes
50×34×15cm
€2800 + vat and transport



JOHN
SHEA



“I’m interested in the way matter organizes 
itself. I wanted to make something that 
organized and layered shapes in a similar way, 
but on a two dimensional surface. Creating a 
piece where abstraction acts as both an indicator 
of individual as well as a kind of collective 
meaning that coalesces around random matter. 
Highlighting the way it both is and isn’t 
something recognizable at the same time.”

The Cypress
2020
45x45x6.75 cm
Ceramic and underglaze
€1700 + vat and transport

JOHN
SHEA



KAJA
UPELJ



“I create abstract, organic and tactile 
works of art with the manipulation 
of glass and metals, which change 
our perception of material as cold 
and fragile, and by oscillating light 
and iridescent colours, question our 
perception of glass, surroundings and the 
ideological structure of society. I believe 
the world we perceive fails to be reality 
unless we start criticizing the ideological 
daily fragments, through which we are 
subconsciously seduced to help shape the 
problematics of the world we currently 
live in.”

Otherworldly Bodies - Wall Series
2020
left to right: 22.5x23.5x11cm, 9kg;1x23x10cm, 9kg; 27x16x11cm, 6kg
glass
€8500 + vat and transport (3300€ each)

KAJA
UPELJ



ZSOLT JÓZSEF
SIMON



“Most of my sculptural pieces have an individual, 
expanding and shining character radiating strength.
For me, they look like stars. This brand new wall piece 
forms a shoal of fish swimming with the flow and 
whose organized existence shows the presence of a higher 
being.”

Whitebait
2020
38x 40x10 cm
High fired, unglazed, 
translucent, white porcelain
€2500 + vat and transport

ZSOLT JÓZSEF
SIMON



SILVIA CELESTE
CALCAGNO



“My dish is a mirror of Medusa. 
It has been stolen to make it a 
simulacrum. A parade plate, which 
celebrates the victory over myself. 
An instrument of ode, defense, attack.
Matter that generates matter. 
Gorgon is finally immortal.
My dish is me.”

Gorgone
2020
stampa monocromatica su grès
Ø 45 cm
€1200 + vat and transport

SILVIA CELESTE
CALCAGNO



YEWEN
DONG



My work explores the tension between 
artificial space and natural space.
I am drawn to surface and materiality: 
solid and liquid, striated and smooth, 
city and landscape.
My clay drawings focus on textures and 
shapes that mark the time related to my 
body’s movement.
The work I made for this exhibition is a 
set of dish.
Titled: A Letter, no sooner, and no 
later.
Wish you Merry Christmas.

YEWEN
DONG

A letter. No sooner. No later.
2020
glazed ceramic
25x45x2 cm
€1000 + vat and transport
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